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The Milky Way and the Oliver Observing Station
The faint trail of  a Perseid meteor is visible in the upper center of  the Milky Way. This

30-second Canon DSLR exposure was taken at this year’s Friends of  MIRA Perseid Party
on 11 August by David Dilworth.
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MIRA’s Amateur Club

Computer Failure at Oliver
Observing Station

The fifteen-year-old computer that controls the 36-inch
telescope failed on 11 August 2013--the night of  MIRA’s
Perseid Meteor Shower event. It had been working a week
before the event, but refused to boot no matter what was
tried. Later investigation showed that multiple systems had
suffered complete failure. A replacement computer has
been ordered from DFM Engineering. We’d like to move
up to an industrial-quality replacement from DFM but the
$10,000 cost is outside our current price range so our plan
for now is to fall back on a consumer-quality DOS-level
machine (about $2,000, set up to run our telescope) instead.

Reports are that even without the 36-inch, attendees
enjoyed the event. The count of meteors was not particu-
larly high, but there were some dramatically bright ones.
New Friend of MIRA David Osterhoudt brought an eight-
inch telescope which gave observers excellent views of
Saturn, among other objects.

Sunday, December 8, 4-8pm. Annual Holiday
Potluck at the Hamming Astronomy Center. RSVP to
883-1000. There will be a short talk by a MIRA astrono-
mer. Limited to the Friends of  MIRA.

Modern astronomers use very large, very expensive,
electronic sensors cooled to - 50 to -100°C, but the elec-
tronic sensors in modern consumer cameras use very similar
technology with even more pixels than the sensors used by
astronomers.  And the camera manufacturers use clever
software (yes, cameras have lots of software these days) to
try to compensate for the lack of cooling that astronomers
must use.

As a result, some amazing pictures, like this Newsletter’s
cover picture, are easily within the reach of current cameras
and their owners.  Here is a simple star-trail picture taken as
a half-hour bulb exposure with a Canon D60a camera
equipped with a standard 55mm lens.  The camera was
mounted on an inexpensive tripod and pointed at a part of
the fall sky.  Even though the field was not the Milky Way,
the frame is covered in star trails reflecting the rotation of
the Earth.  It is even more spectacular in color, posted on
the MIRA web site at http://www.mira.org/clusters/
clusters.htm.

Backyard Astrohotography
by Dr. Wm. Bruce Weaver

MIRA needs...
A used vehicle for travel back and forth to the OOS.

Most staff cars are low-slung sedans that don’t take well to
the road.  However, an older car or light truck would make
a good charitable donation and a badly-needed OOS
vehicle.

MIRA’s amateur astronomy club, once called the
Astronomical Society of the Central Coast, now the MIRA
Observers Group, has been reactivating itself.

Thirteen people attended an organizational meeting on
1 August and a regular meeting on 5 September. Our next
meeting will be on Thursday, 3 October, at 7pm in the
Hamming Astronomy Center.

If  you’re interested in joining, call Tami at 883-1000.
Friends of MIRA may join for free.
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News from WISE
The Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE)

mission was launched in December, 2009, and surveyed the
entire sky in four infrared bands: 3.4, 4.6, 12, and 22
micrometers. The full data set was made available to the
entire astronomical community in 2012, and astronomers
from all over the world have responded with a flood of
scientific papers published in peer-reviewed journals. In
August, it was announced that the number of papers
published or accepted has passed the 500 count, and they
continue to be produced at a rate of more than one per
day. MIRA astronomers Drs. Martin Cohen and Russell
Walker, who are members of  the WISE science team, are
among the authors of  several of  these papers. The truly
interested may see the list of all WISE papers at http://
tinyurl.com/WISEpapers.

Infrared detectors, which basically detect radiated heat,
need to be very cold, and the WISE detectors were chilled
by solid hydrogen coolant  to 7° Celsius above absolute
zero (-447° Fahrenheit). In July, 2010, the coolant ran out.
Some “warm” observations were conducted in bands 1
and 2 (3.4 and 4.6 micrometers), which can operate at
temperatures above that of solid hydrogen. In October,
2010, NASA extended the mission one month with a
program called NEOWISE to search for asteroids; the
program was so successful that it was extended another
three months. When the mission was over, it was decided to
put the spacecraft into hibernation rather than turn it off
completely.

Sure enough, funding has been found to revive WISE
for a three-year mission to search for more Near-Earth
Objects. NEOs are potentially dangerous asteroids and
other objects that could impact the Earth; think of the
Chelyabinsk event of  February, 2013, when an entirely
unknown asteroid slammed into Earth, releasing 20 to 30
times the energy of  the Hiroshima atomic bomb. A very
strong argument for looking for some more NEOs!

Even without the cryogen, steps can be taken to cool
the telescope down. The temperature of the telescope is
now about 200° Kelvin (-100° Fahrenheit). The telescope
will be pointed toward deep space, and most of the heat
will radiate away, until the telescope reaches the temperature
of 75° K (about –325° Fahrenheit).

In addition to NEOs, NEOWISE will study the size
and shape of  2,000 known asteroids. One possible outcome
would be to identify a small asteroid that might be captured

by a robotic spacecraft and transferred to Lunar orbit,
where it would be easier to reach by spacecraft, and,
possibly, by manned missions. Such a proposal has been
made, and NASA is studying it.

MIRA’s Dr. Russell Walker and two of  our high-school
interns spent the summer using the reddest WISE IR bands
to detect the very, very faint dust trails left by comets around
the sky. He is now running tests to see if  these trails can also
be detected in bands 1 and 2.

Do you see anything familiar in this image of the WISE
launch? That’s right, the MIRA logo on the Delta II
launch vehicle and the launch tower. The rocket did not
actually fly with the MIRA logo, but that oversight was
rectified by expert Photoshop user and Friend of MIRA
Robin Casady for a bit of  tongue-in-cheek humor.
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Scenes from Summ

Summer 2013 was MIRA’s busiest intern season yet, with eight intern
left, Dr. Bruce Weaver, Gary Love, Dr. Russell Walker, Dr. Whitney S
Dr. Dean Bailey, Daniel Soto, Keith Osterhoudt, Fausto Preciado, an
and Jacob Hudis.

Most MIRA interns deliver a presentation on their project to
MIRA staff  and the other interns. Here, Adrian Hernandez
discusses his work on the stellar atmosphere simulation program.

In addition to their presentation at MIRA, interns from
Hartnell College present their work at a symposium at Hartnell.
Here, Kitcia Aguilar stands by her poster paper on the work
she did with Daniel Soto on calibration lamps for the MIRA
echelle spectrograph.

The Topical Conference Series of  the
American Astronomical Society held a
meeting in late July in Monterey on
“Giants in Eclipse.” MIRA hosted a
reception for the conference participants
that was attended by more than forty
astronomers, including some old friends
of  MIRA astronomers. MIRA
Administrator Tami Huntley prepared
the delicious hors d’oeuvres that were
enjoyed by all.
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mer 2013 at MIRA

ns from high schools, colleges, and one high school teacher. From
Shane, Thomas Bohn, Dr. Arthur Babcock, Adrian Hernandez,
nd Kyle Groves. Not pictured are Kitcia Agular (see photo at left)

Dr. Whitney Shane explains his method of  cross
correlation used in data reduction to Thomas Bohn (left)
and Fausto Preciado.

Drs. Bruce Weaver and Dean Bailey confer on a
programming matter concerning the stellar atmosphere
simulation program.

Lunchtime at the Space Adventure
Camp gathering held at the
Hamming Astronomy Center in
July. MIRA provided the morning
part of the event, with a
presentation by Dr. Donna Dulo.
In the afternoon, the children
constructed and launched stomp
rockets.
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The Fall Sky
by Arthur Babcock

“How far can you see with that telescope?” is a
question heard frequently by astronomers, both amateur
and professional. It is not really the right question to ask,
because astronomical objects vary dramatically in intrinsic
brightness. “How faint can you see?” would be the right
question. For example,
depending on sky conditions,
with a 6-inch telescope one
might be able to detect the
quasar 3C 273, 2.4 billion
light years away, but unable
to spot the faint star DX
Cancri which, at 11.8 light
years, is practically next door.
Quasars are intrinsically the
brightest objects in the
Universe; 3C 273 is four
trillion times brighter than the
Sun.  It has an apparent
magnitude, i.e., its brightness
as we observe it from Earth,
of 12.9, whereas DX Cancri
is a faint red dwarf possess-
ing only .0158% of  the Sun’s
intrinsic brightness, and
having an apparent magni-
tude of 14.78 (in the magni-
tude system, larger numbers
denote fainter objects).

Still, the idea of seeing great distances has a certain
appeal. Several years ago, a local newspaper published a
full-page advertisement offering, for the very low price of
$29.95, a telescope that would enable the user to “see 100
BILLION MILES!”  That may sound impressive, but a
moment’s thought reveals that such a telescope would be
unable to detect a single star. The star nearest the Sun is
about 4 light years away, and a light year is roughly six
trillion miles. If  the idea of  seeing 100 billion miles appeals
to you, keep your $29.95, go outside on a clear night with
no optical aid, and look up.

The Fall evening sky affords an opportunity to try to
see 2.5 million light years with the naked eye. I am speaking,
of  course, of  the Andromeda Galaxy, also known as M-
31. You will need a moonless night, a fairly dark sky, and
the chart that appears on this page. Look high in the

northeastern sky, and find the W-shaped constellation
Cassiopeia. Consider the sharper angle formed by the three
brightest stars to be an “arrow” pointing to the Andro-
meda Galaxy. The distance from Alpha Cas to M-31 is

about 15 degrees. You can
estimate the distance by using
your hand: with your arm
outstreched, the width of
your fist covers ten degrees,
so M-31 is about one and a
half fists from Alpha. (This
works because people with
shorter arms tend also to
have smaller fists.) It would
not be cheating to find the
galaxy first in binoculars, then
try to see it with the naked
eye.

Some people can also
see M-33, a face-on spiral
galaxy in Triangulum, with
the naked eye. I have tried
many times, and I know
exactly where it is, but I just
cannot manage to see it, even
from the darkest sites such as
Chews Ridge. If I succeeded
in spotting it, my range
would increase to 2.9 million

light years. I am afraid I’m going to have to settle for 2.5.

Alpha Cas

Andromeda
Galaxy

Finder Chart for the Andromeda Galaxy

Planets
Mercury is lost in evening twilight during the first part

of  the quarter. It will appear in the morning sky by the
second week of November, and reaches greatest morning
elongation of November 17th. This is the most favorable
morning apparition of  Mercury in 2013 for observers in
the Northern Hemisphere.

Venus is visible low in the west for most of  the
quarter, reaching greatest evening elongation November 1.
On October 8, the crescent Moon passes five degrees north
of  Venus.

Mars is a morning object during the quarter.

As Fall begins, Jupiter rises an hour past midnight. It
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rises earlier as the quarter progresses, appearing in the early
evening by the winter solstice.

Saturn joins Venus and Mercury in the western sky at
the start of the quarter and will disappear in evening
twilight by the end of  October. It will reappear as a
morning object in late November.

Uranus is well placed for observation throughout the
Fall.

Neptune is also well placed for observation during
most of  the quarter.

Pluto, for readers who still consider it a planet, is
observable in Sagittarius at the start of  the quarter. An
excellent finder chart is required, as it is located in a very
rich star field.

Meteor Showers

Unfortunately, the Moon interferes with many of  the
season’s best meteor showers, but there remain some good
possibilities.

On October 7-8, the Draconids are a good bet, with
only a thin crescent Moon.

The South Taurids, peaking on the night of  Novem-
ber 4, will also be relatively free of moonlight. The zenithal
hourly rate for this shower is not particularly high, but the
South Taurids is known for producing a number of
fireballs (exceptionally bright meteors).

The Moon is more than 90% illuminated for the
Orionids (October 20-21), the Leonids (November 16-
17) and the Geminids (December 13-14).

Comets

Get ready for the Comet of the Century! Or maybe
not. Comet C/2012 S1 (ISON) is a sungrazing comet that
is making its first trip to the center of the Solar System, and
possibly its last. It will reach perihelion (pass closest to the
Sun) on November 28. Predictions of its brightness
approach the giddy: visible during the daytime, brighter
than Venus at magnitude -4. But remember that when it
reaches its maximum brightness, it will be only a couple of
degrees away from the Sun and probably quite invisible.

Often, sungrazing comets (and ISON’s approach is
remarkably close) are broken into fragments or even
completely disrupted and dissipated. But when the comet
survives perihelion the results can be truly spectacular.
Comet Ikeya-Seki in 1965 was visible in the daytime sky,
shining at magnitude -10 and was one of the brightest
comets seen during the last thousand years.

Comet ISON will be a morning object in early No-
vember, when it may reach naked-eye visibility as it ap-
proaches perihelion on the 28th. It will reappear in early
December in the morning sky, perhaps with a long tail.

Recent observations of  the comet show a brightness a
couple of  magnitudes below expectations. But comets are
unpredictable.

There are several Web sites where you can keep up on
the news about Comet Ison. You can follow Sky &
Telescope’s blog at skypub/ison; EarthSky.org also has an
ISON blog, as does NASA; Seiichi Yoshida keeps track of
ISON and many other comets. Point your search engine at
Seiichi Yoshida ISON and you should be able to see the
latest measurements. But don’t worry; if  the comet lives up
to the hype, news coverage will be quite unavoidable.

Of the other comets visible in the quarter, Comet 2P/
Encke may be the best bet, predicted to reach magnitude
7 in early October. You can get a finder chart at Seiichi
Yoshida’s Home Page.

Comet Ikeya-Seki in 1965. NOAO image.

Eclipses

There will be a penumbral lunar eclipse on October
18, but such eclipses are virtually undetecable.
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Staff

*  *  *
The Monterey Institute for Research in Astronomy owns and operates

the Oliver Observing Station under permit from the U.S. Dept. of
Agriculture-Forest Service.

*  *  *
The Monterey Institute for Research in Astronomy owns and operates

the Richard W. Hamming Astronomy Center and the Ralph Knox Shops
through an arrangement with the U.S. Dept. of  Education.

Friends of Membership
I would like to become a Friend of MIRA and receive the quarterly
MIRA Newsletter.
Enclosed is my membership donation of $_______________
In addition, I am making a special contribution of ________

$2500 Associates Circle                   $100 Sponsor
$1000 Associate                              $50 Family
$500 Patron                                    $35 Member
$250 Sustaining                               $15 Student
MIRA welcomes cor porate and business members. Contributions

are tax deductible as allowed by law.

Name_________________________________________

Address_______________________________________

City, State, Zip___________________________________

Phone/e-mail____________________________________

Visit our Web site and Field Trips to the Stars:
www.mira.org

E-mail us at mira@mira.org

RETURN SERVICE
REQUESTED

200 Eighth Street
Marina, CA  93933

Monterey Institute for Research in Astronomy

(831) 883-1000
(fax) (831) 883-1031
www.mira.org

Gordon Jones, Chair, Board of Directors
Dr. Wm. Bruce Weaver, Astronomer & Director

Tami Huntley, Administrator
Dr. Arthur Babcock, Astronomer

Dr. Dean Bailey, Volunteer Researcher
Donna Ball, Office Volunteer

Elizabeth Cameron, OOS Caretaker
Dr. Craig Chester, Astronomer & President

Dr. Martin Cohen, Astronomer
Dr. Donna Dulo, Astronomer

Dr. James Eagle, Docent
Brian Jacobson, Docent

Gary Love, Physicist
Jim Neeland, Volunteer Systems Administrator
Dr. Whitney Shane, Astronomer and Charles

Hitchcock Adams Fellow
Joanna Sorci, Librarian

Dr. Russell Walker, Astronomer
Doug Warner, Volunteer Researcher

Thanks!

Welcome to our new Friends
Valeria Batista

Daniel Carpenter
Barbara & Bill Deasy

Mike Dodd
Sean Emery

Elizabeth Henderson
Anne McConnell

Fred Miles
The Osterhoudt Family

Brianna Skinner
Dr. Robert Stencel


